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By utilizing multifrequency electron paramagnetic resonance �EPR� spectroscopy, the iron functional center
in Fe3+-modified polycrystalline lead zirconate �PbZrO3� was studied. The single phase polycrystalline sample
remained orthorhombic and antiferroelectric down to 20 K as confirmed by high-resolution synchrotron pow-
der diffraction. The Fe3+ ions were identified as substituting for Zr4+ at the B-site of the perovskite ABO3

lattice. Similarly as found for Fe3+ :PbTiO3 �Meštrić et al., Phys. Rev. B 71, 134109 �2005��, the value of the
fine-structure �FS� parameter B2

0 is only consistent with a model in which a charged �FeZr� –VO
••�• defect associate

is formed. In contrast to a well defined iron functional center in lead titanate �PbTiO3� with FS parameters
exhibiting variances of less than 3%, a strong broadening of the EPR powder pattern was observed in lead
zirconate, indicating a much larger variance of FS parameters. It is suggested that the apparent broad distri-
bution of fine-structure parameters arises from the system’s capability to realize different oxygen vacancy
positions in the first coordination shell around the iron site. This proposed model of a small number of distinct
iron-oxygen vacancy sites is supported by the observation that corresponding B2

0 and orthorhombic B2
2 FS

parameters of these sites are anticorrelated, a property not expected for random distributions of fine-structure
parameters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.184105 PACS number�s�: 61.72.Ji, 61.72.Bb, 85.50.�n

I. INTRODUCTION

Functional ceramics based on lead zirconate titanate solid
solutions �Pb�ZrxTi1−x�O3, PZT� are the materials-of-choice
in a wide range of applications.1–5 One of the key advantages
is that material properties may be tailored by adding aliova-
lent transition-metal or rare-earth ions on a percentage level
to these compounds. Because of the low concentration of
such functional centers, standard bulk characterization tech-
niques are not well suited for their analysis and electron
paramagnetic resonance �EPR� becomes the method-of-
choice due to its superior sensitivity. Obviously, a reasonable
starting point for a detailed analysis of the role of functional
centers in the PZT solid solution system is provided by
studying first the “pure members” lead titanate �PbTiO3, PT�
and lead zirconate �PbZrO3, PZ�. Concerning these, PT in its
ferroelectric phase has tetragonal and hence higher symmetry
than the antiferroelectric PZ, which exists in the more com-
plex orthorhombic structure.

When doping with aliovalent acceptor-type ions, the pre-
dominant charge compensation process is the creation of
oxygen vacancies �VO

••�, which in turn are usually the
dominant charge carriers in ceramic oxides. Recent studies
have shown that VO

•• either forms an oriented and charged

�FeTi� -VO
••�• defect associate with the iron functional center in

PT,6–8 or provides mobile VO
•• charge carriers in the case of

Cu2+-modified PZT compounds.8–10 For PbZrO3 it is still an
open question if either “free” Fe3+ and VO

•• defects or associ-
ated �FeTi� -VO

••�• defect dipoles prevail. In order to answer this
question it is necessary to precisely determine the Fe3+ fine-
structure �FS� spin-Hamiltonian parameters.

In this work we report on high-frequency EPR studies of
Fe3+ functional centers in lead zirconate. The FS interaction
induced by the crystal field originating from the nearest-
neighbor O2− ions and potentially oxygen vacancies around
the Fe3+ center provides the possibility for sensitively prob-
ing the local symmetry at the dopant site. Considering the
ionic radii, the site of incorporation is supposed being the
�Zr4+� B-site, similar to PT. An accurate determination of the
FS parameters provides a profound basis for local structure
modeling by the semiempirical Newman superposition
model.7

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Lead zirconate, doped with 0.5 mol % iron, was prepared
by a mixed oxide route. In order to determine the appropriate
weights of the oxide components, the stoichiometry was cal-
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culated according to the assumption that iron Fe3+ occupies
B4+-sites of the perovskite structure. Charge compensation
was supposed to be accomplished by oxygen vacancies, cor-
responding to a chemical composition of the material as
Pb�Zr0.995Fe0.005�O2.9975. Lead oxide �Tetranox, Liebau�, zir-
conia �CS02, SEPR�, and iron oxide Fe2O3 �Merck� were
mixed by attrition milling at 1000 rpm for 3 h in isopro-
panol. A polyamide crucible, a polyamide stirrer, and YTZ
�2 mm� milling balls were used for this process. After sepa-
ration of the liquid in a rotation distiller, the powder mixture
was dried at 100 °C for 48 h and then passed through a
metal sieve. The iron doped lead zirconate was then synthe-
sized by calcination at 850 °C for 2 h in a closed alumina
crucible. Fine grained ceramic powder was produced by
milling using a planetary mill operated at 200 rpm for 6 h.
The processing was completed by drying the material for
four days and sieving the PZ-Fe powder through a 160 �m
mesh.

X-band continuous wave EPR measurements were per-
formed using a Bruker ESP 300E spectrometer with a rect-
angular TE112 resonator. The magnetic field was read out
with a nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR� gaussmeter �ER
035M, Bruker�. For cryogenic temperatures down to 10 K, a
helium-flow cryostat �Oxford� was used. The applied micro-
wave power was 1.5 mW and the field was modulated with a
frequency of 100 kHz and amplitude of 0.1 mT. 240 GHz
EPR measurements were performed at the National High
Magnetic Field Laboratory �NHMFL� on a spectrometer in-
voking a quasi-optic setup without resonator.11 Microwave
radiation was provided by the multiplied output of a Gunn
oscillator. Heterodyne signal detection allowed full control
of the signal phase.12

The high-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction ex-
periments were carried out in reflection geometry at B2, Ha-
sylab in Hamburg �Germany�. The measurement was per-
formed at 20 K in a He closed-cycle cryostat, equilibrating
the temperature in a low-pressure helium atmosphere. The
powdered sample was glued onto a Si �711� low-background
wafer and measured using an incident beam of wavelength
�=0.049 925 6 nm in combination with an analyzer crystal
and a scintillation counter.13

III. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The free trivalent iron ion possesses five unpaired elec-
trons in the 3d shell �3d5�. As the orbital angular momentum
is zero, the ground state of the ion is 6S5/2. In a crystal field,
the degeneracy of the Fe3+ spin levels is lifted into three
Kramers doublets due to internal electric field gradients. The
remaining degeneracy may be lifted by an external magnetic
field resulting in six Zeeman levels. The corresponding spin-
Hamiltonian for this ion may be written as

H = ge�eB0 · S + �
k=2,3,4,5

−k�q�k

Bk
qOk

q�Sx,Sy,Sz� �1�

in which the g-matrix is taken as isotropic with ge=2.0023
the free electron g-value, �e denotes the Bohr magneton, B0
the external magnetic field, Bk

q are the FS spin-Hamiltonian

parameters, and Ok
q are the extended Stevens spin

operators.14,15 The standard FS parameters Bk
q are also related

to the frequently used parameters bk
q by the scaling factors fk

�f2= 1
3 , f4= 1

60� via Bk
q= fkbk

q.14 These values are related to the

conventional spectroscopic parameters by B2
0=

b2
0

3 = D
3 , B2

2=
b2

2

3

=E, B4
4=

b4
4

60 = 5a
120 , and B4

0=
b4

0

60 = F
180 + a

120 .17,18 As the Zr-site in
PbZrO3, at which the Fe3+ ion is incorporated, is a general
position with site symmetry 1�C1�, in principle all conceiv-
able Bk

q parameters, resulting from third-, fourth-, and fifth-
rank tensors, have to be considered.16 All experimentally
hitherto observed B4

q parameters for Fe3+ are orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the dominant B2

q terms. Nevertheless,
their influence could be detected in our spectra �see below�.
The odd-rank tensor contributions are inherently field-
dependent. In our multifrequency spectral analysis of the
powder spectra, however, we found no evidence for this pos-
sible contribution.

For commonly employed X-band frequencies, the FS in-
teraction of Fe3+ in a distorted or incomplete oxygen octahe-
dron often may be of the same order of magnitude or even
larger than the microwave energy quanta �B2

q�h�mw�. As a
result, mS is not a “good quantum number” and transitions
may occur between all levels, depending on their transition
probabilities. Thus, a multifold of resonance lines is ex-
pected, spanned over a wide field range. In particular, so-
called “looping transitions” that do not continue over all pos-
sible orientations, and “crossing transitions” that are
degenerate at specific orientations are expected.19 The result-
ing spectra hence are complicated and, consequently, the de-
termination of FS parameters is not unambiguous.

In order to precisely determine the FS parameters for
polycrystalline compounds, the use of microwave frequen-
cies exceeding the FS interaction is mandatory.6 If the high-
frequency regime is established �h�mw�B2

q�, the FS interac-
tion may be treated as a perturbation of the Zeeman levels.
The corresponding energy levels are well-separated and mS
becomes a “good quantum number.”20 Consequently, the
second-rank FS parameters B2

q may be directly determined
via first-order shifts of the resonance-line positions on the
basis of perturbation expressions.21

In order to gain relevant structural information from the
FS parameters, the Bk

q spin-Hamiltonian parameters may be
calculated summing up contributions from particular ligands.
In the case of the Fe3+ center in PbZrO3, these contributions
are generated predominantly from the nearest-neighbor
oxygen-ligand surrounding. According to the Newman su-
perposition model �NSM�, the parameters can be expressed
as the sum over the single oxygen ligands18

Bk
q = fk

−1�
i

b̄k�Ri�Kk
q��i,	i� �2�

where the single-ligand contribution b̄k�Ri� obeys a power-
law dependence on the distance between the Fe3+ and O2−

ions according to

b̄k�Ri� = b̄k�R0��R0

Ri
�tk

. �3�

The coordination factors Kk
q��i ,	i� embody the geometrical

arrangement of the ligand oxygens.22,23 The power-law ex-
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ponent tk and the single-ligand contribution b̄k�R0� are char-
acteristic for the particular ion-ligand system and have pre-
viously been refined empirically.

IV. RESULTS

A. Low-temperature high-resolution powder diffraction
measurements of PbZrO3

PbZrO3 undergoes a displacive-type phase transition with
temperature, where the paraelectric cubic high-temperature
phase changes into an antiferroelectric orthorhombic phase at
low temperature via an intermediate phase.24 This intermedi-
ate phase exhibits an additional structural modulation differ-
ent from the low-temperature structure that forms on heating
between 506 and 508 K and on cooling between 508 and
501 K, and which shows the condensation of soft modes.24

For many years a discussion about the antiferroelectric or
ferroelectric character of the low-temperature phase has been
going on. First, a noncentrosymmetric Pba2 structure with a
polar moment along the �001� direction caused by unbal-
anced shifts of oxygen atoms has been assumed.25 This struc-
ture is only “antiferroelectric” in its ab plane, because all
atomic shifts are antiparallel, but should show ferroelectric
effects along the c-direction. Later, ferroelectric hysteresis
effects have been detected in the intermediate phase only,
whereas no piezoelectricity in the room-temperature struc-
ture has been observed.26 Furthermore, convergent beam
electron diffraction experiments determined the point group
to be mmm instead of mm2,27 suggesting Pbam as a space
group with an antiferroelectric character that was supported
by neutron diffraction.28 Later on, a weak ferroelectricity in
PbZrO3 at room temperature has been reported.29 Various
subsequent temperature-dependent x-ray and neutron single-
crystal and powder diffraction studies of the low-temperature
structure determined the structure as centrosymmetric Pbam,
and as a proper antiferroelectric stable down to 8 K.30–32 By

combining neutron experiments with a pair distribution func-
tion modeling �PDF� it could be demonstrated that the Pb
atoms are also displaced in the c-direction, additionally to
the antiparallel shifts within the ab plane.30 This shift in-
creases with increasing temperature and is most probably the
origin of the small c-axis polarization detected.29

In order to obtain precise structural data for the interpre-
tation of the EPR FS parameters at low temperature, high-
resolution synchrotron powder diffraction has been per-
formed. The data recorded were subjected to Rietveld
refinement using the general structure analysis system
�GSAS�.33 After adjustment of the scale factor and peak
shape using a pseudo-Voigt function in combination with
asymmetry correction,34 the unit-cell parameters, atomic po-
sitions, and thermal displacement parameters of each atom
were refined individually. The best fit, shown in Fig. 1, was
achieved with the structural model of the centrosymmetric
space group Pbam, confirming recent results.30–32 Unit-cell
parameters and atom coordinates obtained agree within stan-
dard deviations with the ones determined earlier30,32 and are
given in Table I.

FIG. 1. Observed and calculated diffraction patterns of PbZrO3

obtained from high-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction at
20 K �top� together with its difference curve �bottom�. Discrepan-
cies between the observed and calculated diffraction pattern are due
to real-structure effects caused by the domain structure of the com-
pound. Wavelength �=0.049 925 6 nm.

FIG. 2. 240 GHz EPR spectra of Fe3+ :PbZrO3 �ii,iv�, compared
to numerical spectrum simulations �i,iii�. �a� Energy level scheme
assuming the external field along the y-axis ��=	=90° � with indi-
cated “allowed” �
mS= ±1� EPR transitions at 240 GHz. �b� and
�c� EPR spectra at 15 and 4.8 K. �d� Orientation dependence of
resonance lines for the polar angles �	 ,�� relative to the external
field orientation.
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B. Multifrequency EPR

The high-frequency EPR spectra at 240 GHz for two dif-
ferent temperatures of Fe3+-modified PbZrO3 are presented
in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�. They are dominated by the central
	− 1

2 
↔ 	+ 1
2 
 transition. The outer spectral features originate

from transitions 	− 5
2 
↔ 	− 3

2 
, 	− 3
2 
↔ 	− 1

2 
, 	+ 1
2 
↔ 	+ 3

2 
 and
	+ 3

2 
↔ 	+ 5
2 
 �Fig. 2�d��, which are orientation-dependent in

first order. The most prominent among these is the 	− 5
2 
↔ 	

− 3
2 
 transition with resonance lines at field offsets 
B0=

−0.80�9� T and 
B0=1.26�7� T from the central line at B0
=8.567 T �g=2.002�. Further EPR signals at fields 
B0=
−0.43�9� T and 
B0=0.53�2� T arise from the
	− 3

2 
↔ 	− 1
2 
 transition, and the 	+ 1

2 
↔ 	+ 3
2 
 transition that

already has a comparatively small intensity at 4.8 K �
B0

=0.38�5� T�. The remaining 	+ 3
2 
↔ 	+ 5

2 
 transition is not ob-
served at this temperature. The width of the central
	− 1

2 
↔ 	 1
2 
 transition is typically affected by second-order ef-

fects, the width being proportional to �B2
0�2 /B0.8

The absence of certain resonance lines may be explained
by considering spin-level populations in thermal equilibrium.
Whereas at room temperature line intensities are expected
exhibiting inversion symmetry with respect to the central
line, at 4.8 K �kBT�100 GHz� a significant absolute differ-
ence in level populations is only obtained for the two states
of lowest energy.6,37 The corresponding change in line inten-
sities when going to a higher temperature �15 K� can nicely
be observed, as shown in Fig. 2�b�.

In contrast to the high-frequency-regime 240 GHz spectra
that are straightforward to interpret, the low-frequency-
regime X-band EPR spectra shown in Fig. 3 consist of tran-
sitions that exhibit a complicated orientation dependence
with turning points that do not necessarily correspond to ca-
nonical orientations. The complete set of FS parameters can
thus only be obtained by a simultaneous multifrequency nu-
merical spectrum simulation. The corresponding simulation
procedure was based on a numerical diagonalization of the
spin Hamiltonian, using two independent software
packages35,36 in order to increase the reliability of the simu-
lation routines.

When tackling the problem of numerical simulation for
the X-band spectrum, it is observed that the spectral “peak-

to-peak” line widths of 
Bpp
PZ=12.7 mT are considerably

broader than those for iron-modified lead titanate of 
Bpp
PT

=3.5 mT.6 A conventional description of this situation as-
sumes a single set of FS parameters subjected to a statistical
distribution �FS-strain�, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.
Different strain values of �B2

0=0.1 GHz and �B2
2=0.8 GHz

for the X-band spectrum �Fig. 3�iv�� and �B2
0=1.8 GHz and

�B2
2=0.8 GHz for the 240 GHz spectrum �Fig. 2� had to be

used to obtain good agreement with the experimental spectra.
By these values the respective full width half maximum of a
Gaussian distribution is denoted. Calculated spectra are
shown superimposed to both experimental spectra and show
good agreement. However, it was not possible to simulate the
spectra obtained at different microwave frequencies with a
single set of FS-strain values, which would have to be ex-
pected, as the FS interaction does not scale with the external
field. Consequently, an alternative approach was developed.

By anticipating a correlated oxygen vacancy, a physically
more appropriate description invokes the six different dis-
tances of the surrounding oxygen ions as given by the crystal
structure. Hence, six positions for an oxygen vacancy exist,
for which reason six different �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect dipoles may
be formed. Without further knowledge, in the simulation we
allowed contributions from all six sites, even though at low
temperature only a subset will be occupied depending on the
various site energies. Corresponding density-funtional theory
calculations are in progress, in order to further clarify this
point. In contrast, for Fe3+ :PbTiO3 it has been shown that
oxygen vacancies are found only in direction of the crystal-
lographic c-axis when seen from the Fe3+ position, yielding
�FeTi� –VO

••�• defect dipoles strictly oriented along the c-axis.7

In order to account for this difference, for Fe3+ :PbTiO3 a set
of six constituent EPR spectra was assumed with varying FS
parameters �cf. Table II�. The range of values was chosen as
to confirm the widths of the continuous distributions used for
simulation of the 240 GHz spectrum. Two spectra of this set
are depicted in Figs. 3�i,v� together with the sum of all six
EPR spectra �Fig. 3�ii��. Best results were obtained, when
using a set of parameters displaced by equal amounts around
the respective mean values. Good agreement with the experi-
mental spectra could only be obtained, if the set of FS pa-
rameters exhibits an anticorrelation between the shift of B2

0

TABLE I. Lattice parameters �a=587.149�10� pm, b=1177.186�18� pm, c=819.614�12� pm�, cell vol-
ume �0.566 504�16� nm3� and relative atom coordinates for PbZrO3 at 20 K, obtained from high-resolution
synchrotron powder diffraction. Ui is the mean square of atomic displacement. Its fluctuation linked to shifts
in the oxygen positions can partly be explained by the influence of real structure effects on peak profiles.

Atom x y z Ui•100
Site

symmetry
Wyckoff
position

Pb1 0.7083�9� 0.1293�4� 0.000 000 1.42�15� m 4g

Pb2 0.7032�10� 0.1236�4� 0.500 000 2.94�18� m 4h

Zr 0.2438�4� 0.1215�8� 0.2489�11� 1.50�7� 1 8i

O1 0.2556�72� 0.1287�73� 0.500 000 2.24�31� m 4h

O1� 0.3099�86� 0.0973�39� 0.000 000 2.24�31� m 4g

O2 0.0346�27� 0.2578�16� 0.245�11� 2.24�31� 1 8i

O3 0.000 000 0.500 000 0.318�5� 2.24�31� 2 4f

O4 0.000 000 0.000 000 0.250�19� 2.24�31� 2 4e
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and B2
2 values as listed in Table II. To show that this anti-

correlation is essential for a correct reproduction of the mul-
tifrequency EPR spectra, simulations invoking a positive cor-
relation of deviations from an average value instead are also
shown. As can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the assumed anti-
correlation is clearly favored. As a consequence, the Fe3+

center in PbZrO3 has to be described by a distinct set than by

a broad distribution �FS-strain�. Experimentally it could not
be proven that only six distinct centers are involved; how-
ever, by considering the crystal structure this seems to be an
obvious assumption. For comparing with Fe3+ centers in dif-
ferent crystals, the mean values B2

0=2.8�3� GHz �b2
0

=8.5�9� GHz�, B2
2=0.95�40� GHz �b2

2=2.8�12� GHz�, B4
0

=2�2� MHz �b4
0=120�120� MHz�, and B4

4=8�5� MHz �b4
4

=48�30� MHz�, with a ratio of B2
2 /B2

0=0.3�2� may be con-
sidered as representative.

As compared to previous studies of Fe3+ in PbTiO3,6 in
which B2

0=11.7�6� GHz �b2
0=35.2�8� GHz� was found, we

note that the size of FS interaction in PbZrO3 is considerably
smaller, which may be traced back to the significantly re-
duced distortion of the oxygen octahedron in the bulk
PbZrO3 structure. It may further be compared to previous
X-band results reported for a Fe3+ impurity center in a
PbZrO3 single crystal,38 where only the ratio of the second-
rank spin Hamiltonian parameters could be determined. In
this study, four axial Fe3+ centers with identical ratio
B2

2 /B0
2=−0.138, but of different orientations were assumed.

For two of the centers the orientations were close to the
pseudocubic �100�c direction, whereas the other two were in
the pseudocubic �010�c direction. However, the reported
B2

2 /B0
2-ratio of this study considerably differs from our result.

C. Newman superposition modeling

Exploiting the determined set of FS parameters, the local
structure at the Fe3+ functional center may be modeled with
the help of the semiempirical Newman superposition

model.18 The intrinsic NSM parameters t2 and b̄2�R0� were
adopted from similar single crystal studies having equivalent
Fe3+–O2− bonds in octahedral coordination. For Fe3+ in

MgO, the set of NSM parameters determined is b̄2=
−12.3514 GHz, t2=8, and R0=210.1 pm.39,40 For our calcu-
lations, the nearest-neighbor oxygen positions were taken
from the x-ray data at 20 K �Sec. IV A�. The coordinate
system for the NSM calculation was chosen identical to the
crystal coordinate system. Finally, the FS tensor was trans-
formed into its eigenframe.

The unit cell of lead zirconate contains 4�2�2 distorted
pseudocubic perovskite cells, for which the orthorhombic
lattice parameters �a ,b ,c� are related to the pseudocubic pa-

TABLE II. FS parameters for the basis set of six constituent
EPR spectra, used for the numerical spectrum simulation of the
Fe3+:PbZrO3 EPR spectra. The distributions of parameters of indi-
vidual spectra amount to �B2

0=200 MHz and �B2
2=230 MHz.

Center B2
0 �GHz� B2

2 �GHz� B2
2 /B2

0

1 3.13 0.55 0.19

2 3.02 0.71 0.25

3 2.09 0.87 0.31

4 2.78 1.03 0.38

5 2.67 1.19 0.45

6 2.55 1.35 0.53

FIG. 3. X-band EPR spectra of Fe3+ :PbZrO3 �iii�, compared to
numerical spectrum simulations. �i,v� Numerical spectrum simula-
tions invoking extreme values of the FS parameters �cf. Table II�.
�ii� Numerical spectrum simulation with the sum over the six basic
EPR spectra taken with equal weight. �iv� Numerical spectrum
simulation assuming a single-site model with large FS-strain.

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the distribution of FS pa-
rameters used for spectral simulation. �a� and �b� Single-site model
necessitating the use of large strain values �full width half maxi-
mum of a Gaussian distribution� of �B2

0=0.1 GHz, �B2
2=0.8 GHz

for the X-band �a� and �B2
0=1.8 GHz, �B2

2=0.8 GHz for the
240 GHz case �b�. �c� Multi-site model invoking a basis set of six
different sites with identical strain values �B2

0=0.20 GHz and �B2
2

=0.23 GHz used for simulation at all mw frequencies.
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rameters �ac ,bc ,cc� via a=2ac cos� /4�, b=4bc cos� /4�,
and c=2cc. In the low-temperature �antiferroelectric� phase,
the Pb atoms are shifted antiparallel from the ideal perov-

skite positions in direction �11̄0�c, the O2− octahedra are ro-

tated about the �11̄0�c axis and the Zr atoms are marginally
displaced along �001�c of the pseudocubic coordinate system
�Fig. 7�a��. As all four Zr4+ sites may be described by the
same Wyckoff position �8i�, the arrangement of the oxygen
ligands is identical for all the Zr4+ positions in the unit cell
and thus only a single oxygen octahedron has to be taken
into consideration �Fig. 7�b��, as the influence of the lead
ions is neglected in the NSM analysis.

In order to decide if an oxygen vacancy occurs in the first
coordination sphere of the iron center or if charge compen-
sation occurs in a more distant sphere, two structural models
were investigated, with and without an oxygen vacancy in

the nearest-neighbor position of the Fe3+ center. Because in
pure PbZrO3 all Zr-O distances differ �Table III� and because
the determined symmetry of the FS tensor imposes no con-
straints on the orientation of a �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect dipole, the
model of a directly coordinated oxygen vacancy can be real-
ized in six different arrangements, VO

•• possibly substituting
for each of the ligand oxygens �Fig. 7�. The positions of the
oxygen ligands in the local octahedron are defined by the
crystal coordinate system given in Table I. Parameters B2

0 and
B2

2 were calculated varying the position of Fe3+ along the line
connecting its initial position with the respective oxygen po-
sition. The distance d is defined as the shift of the FeZr

3+ along
this line, a positive sign of d denoting a shift towards the
oxygen vacancy.

In Fig. 8, the calculated FS parameters B2
0 and B2

2 as func-
tions of the distance d for two of the structural models, in-
voking an oxygen vacancy substituted at the shortest Fe-O
distance �O2��2� at 205.5 pm� and for the longest distance
�O2��1� at 217.7 pm�, are depicted. For comparison, the ex-
perimentally obtained values for B2

0 and B2
2 are represented

by solid horizontal lines. Because there is no way to relate
one of the assumed six EPR spectra to a certain structural
model, dashed horizontal lines indicate the range of B2

0 and
B2

2 spanned by the constituent EPR spectra �Table II�. The
observed jumps in the calculated dependence of B2

0 can be
rationalized by realizing that the displacement of the iron ion
is not necessarily along a symmetry axis. In both models,
agreement with the experimental data can only be obtained
by an �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect associate, because the model invok-
ing a complete octahedron does not reproduce the experi-
mental value regardless of displacement d. Obviously, the
measured positive sign of B2

0 turns out to be decisive for this
analysis. For reason of completeness, NSM calculations in-
voking substitutions of VO

•• at the remaining oxygen positions
were also performed, confirming the formation of an
�FeZr� –VO

••�• defect dipole. The corresponding results are com-
piled in Table III. Consequently, an oxygen vacancy substi-
tuting at any of the six nearest-neighbor oxygen sites repro-
duces the experimental value of B2

0.

FIG. 5. X-band EPR spectra of Fe3+ :PbZrO3 �ii� as compared to
simulations assuming a six-site model. �iii� Correlation and �i� anti-
correlation of the FS-parameters B2

0 and B2
2.

FIG. 6. 240 GHz EPR spectra of
Fe3+ :PbZrO3 �iii� as compared to simulations as-
suming a six-site model. �iv,v� Correlation and
�iv� anticorrelation of the FS parameters B2

0 and
B2

2. The “stick-spectra” �ii,v� show the superposi-
tion of all six constituent EPR spectra.
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Concerning the resulting displacements of the FeZr� center
as compared to the ZrZr

� position, the B2
0 calculations predict

two possible displacements �d1 and d2�. By taking into ac-
count the additional information provided by the NSM cal-
culations of B2

2, as shown in Figs. 8�c� and 8�d�, a slight shift
of d2 in opposite direction of the oxygen vacancy towards the
remaining pyramid of oxygen ions is clearly favored over the
situation in which the FeZr� center is considerably more dis-
placed by d1 towards the oxygen vacancy. Qualitatively, this
result corresponds to the situation in PbTiO3, for which com-
parable displacements of the FeTi� center with respect to the
TiTi

� position have been observed.7

Owing to the large unit-cell size of PbZrO3, density func-
tional theory �DFT� calculations are not available, so that the

effect of relaxed positions of the oxygen ions towards the
oxygen vacancy in the NSM calculation could not be consid-
ered.

V. DISCUSSION

The most important information obtained from the NSM
calculations is that the Fe3+ functional center in lead zircon-
ate forms a charged �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect associate with an oxy-
gen vacancy in the local oxygen octahedron, similar to the
situation found in Fe3+-modified lead titanate,6–8 but contrary
to experimental findings for other acceptor centers, like
chromium-doped PbTiO3

41 and copper-modified
Pb�Zr0.54Ti0.46�O3,8–10 for which no such association is
present. With respect to the ionic mobility of “free” oxygen
vacancies, the iron-oxygen vacancy defect dipole complex
will therefore be rather immobile in the ceramic, consider-
ably hindering charge transport in the compound. Further-
more, the charged defect associate may influence the poling
properties by providing pinning centers for domain
walls.42,43 In particular, oxygen-vacancy related defect di-
poles have been shown to be involved in voltage offsets lead-
ing to imprint failure44 and are suggested to play a crucial
role in electrical fatigue.45–47

Second, contrary to the single-site PbTiO3 case, for which
a single orientation of the �FeTi� –VO

••�• dipole was observed,
the obtained result points to a multi-site situation in PbZrO3,
generated by different possible orientations of the �FeZr� –VO

••�•

dipole owing to the fact that the oxygen vacancy may take
several or all of the nearest-neighbor oxygen sites in PbZrO3.
This assignment is supported by results obtained for the Cu2+

center in PbZrO3 that is not associated to an oxygen
vacancy.8 Here, the EPR lines for Cu2+-modified PbZrO3 are
not broadened as compared to Cu2+:PbTiO3.8 Consequently,
the �FeZr� –VO

••�• dipole is expected to reorient easier in lead
zirconate as compared to lead titanate. Thus, the above men-
tioned effects of domain-wall clamping most probably are
reduced for iron-modified lead zirconate as compared to lead
titanate.

As the VO
•• are associated to Fe3+ centers, any clustering of

oxygen vacancies seems to be rather unlikely. However, such
defect clusters have been proposed to exist related to local-
ized polaron states, as which the majority of electron states

TABLE III. Possible positions �in pm� of the Fe3+ ion resulting from the NSM calculations of the B2
0 and

B2
2 parameters for the �FeZr� –VO

••�• center compared to experimental values. The calculations were performed
for VO

•• replacing a particular oxygen in the octahedron and locating it along the line of the previous Zr-O
bond �cf. Fig. 7�.

VO
••

position
Zr-O

length

From B2
0 From B2

2

d1 d2 d1 d2

O1 206.1 −10�6� 75�5� −12�5� —

O1� 209.6 −10�6� 64�5� 13�10� 95�7�
O2��1� 222.2 −2�6� 94�5� −14�4� —

O2��2� 202.1 −23�5� 64�5� 7�15� —

O3 215.2 −2�6� 82�5� −2�6� —

O4 202.4 −10�6� 70�5� −28�10� 50�30�

FIG. 7. �a� Unit cell of PbZrO3. �b� Oxygen octahedron of
PbZrO3 selected for Newman superposition calculations.
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in perovskite oxides have been identified, promoting only a
small fraction of electrons into the conduction band.48 Owing
to the observed �FeZr� –VO

••�• association and the consequently
reduced mobility of VO

••, this hypothesis hence cannot be up-
held for iron-modified lead titanate and zirconate.

The mechanism of charge compensation for this com-
pound may be discussed analogously to Fe3+ :PbTiO3,7 as-
suming that partial charge compensation takes place at a
nearest-neighbor oxygen site in the octahedron. Furthermore,
exclusively charged �FeZr� –VO

••�• associates are formed, ex-
cluding the existence of free Fe3+ ions without associated VO

••.
Overall charge compensation is proposed being accom-
plished by double negatively charged lead vacancies VPb�

�VO
••� = �FeZr� � +

1

2
�VPb� � . �4�

In principle, charge-compensation could also be obtained by
more complex �FeZr� –VO

••–FeZr� �� defect associates without
the need for lead vacancies at all. However, the present EPR
experiment gives no evidence for this hypothesis, because no
indication for strongly dipolar coupled iron centers is de-
tected, for which reason this model is discarded.

Concerning the reliability of the predictions obtained by
the semiempirical NSM approach, the following points
should be mentioned. Although for iron-modified lead titan-
ate the NSM approach provides results in agreement with

FIG. 8. Newman superposition calculations for B2
0 �a� and �b� and B2

2 �c� and �d� for Fe3+ :PbZrO3. �a� and �c� Oxygen vacancy at position
O2��1�. �b� and �d� Oxygen vacancy at position O2��2�. The solid horizontal lines represent the experimental mean values for B2

0 and B2
2, and

the dashed horizontal lines mark the range of values for B2
0 and B2

2 spanned by the six constituent EPR spectra. The full line represents the
Newman superposition calculations with an associated oxygen vacancy, and the dashed lines stand for calculations assuming a complete
octahedron. The distance d is defined according to a line connecting O2− and the original Zr4+ position, with the positive direction towards
the O2− position.
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DFT calculations,7 it should be remembered that crystal dis-
tortions near the substituted ion and contributions from ions
or vacancies more distant than neighboring ligands are ne-
glected. Furthermore, the model is based upon the calcula-
tion of single electron-derived charge densities, whereas the
FS interaction is related to two-electron expectation values.
However, the NSM was proven to yield reliable results for
determining the second- and fourth-rank FS parameters in
S-state ions, since the intrinsic parameters have been refined
over several decades using a large set of experimental data.

Because of the present lack of DFT optimized structures,
“ideal” positions for the oxygens had to be invoked rather
than relaxed positions for the NSM calculations.49 As has
been shown for Fe3+ :PbTiO3, oxygen ions will relax towards
the vacancy. Whereas the relaxation of oxygen ions will most
probably not influence the qualitative assignment of the
�FeZr� –VO

••�• defect formation, use of relaxed oxygen positions
is mandatory for more than a qualitative determination of the
displacement of the Fe3+ ion.7 The formation of a charged
�FeZr� –VO

••�• defect dipole, however, can be taken as a reliable
result of the present NSM calculations, whereas the deter-
mined Fe3+ displacement has to be considered as rather
rough estimate.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, the present multifrequency EPR analysis has
allowed for an identification of a charged �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect
associate in iron-modified PbZrO3. Its microscopic structure
is characterized on the basis of semiempirical NSM calcula-

tions. In the model presented, Fe3+ is substituted as an ac-
ceptor center at the perovskite B-site with a directly coordi-
nated oxygen vacancy. Contrary to the situation in PbTiO3,
there is no preferred site of the oxygen vacancy and hence no
preferred orientation of the related charged �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect
dipole. Using high-resolution synchrotron powder diffrac-
tion, it was verified that lead zirconate remains orthorhombic
and antiferroelectric down to 20 K.

The impact of iron-doping in lead zirconate on the mac-
roscopic piezoelectric properties can thus be rationalized
from a microscopic point of view, because the location of the
iron-oxygen vacancy defect dipole complex within the lattice
will be rather immobile in the ceramic as compared to the
ionic mobility of free oxygen vacancies. Thus, charge trans-
port will be considerably hindered and the charged defect
agglomerate may furthermore influence domain-wall motion
and poling properties by providing pinning domain walls. On
the other hand, the identification of a multisite iron center
with different orientations of the �FeZr� –VO

••�• defect dipole
points to an easier reorientation of that dipole in lead zircon-
ate as compared to the situation in lead titanate, where the
�FeTi� –VO

••�• dipole is strictly oriented along the crystallo-
graphic c-axis.
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